THE REPRESENTATION OF NORM-CONTINUOUS MULTIPLIERS ONL°°-SPACES(i)
2. Multipliers on X°°-spaces. Let 0 denote the real or complex field of scalars and let G be a group with unit e. If / is a function on G and a e G let J (resp. /a) be the function on G defined by Jix) = /(a-lx) (resp. fp) = /(xa-1)) for each x £ G. We say that / (resp. / ) is the left (resp. right) translate of / by a. Similarly, the function / defined by / (x) = /(*" ) for each x £ G is said to be the inversion of /.
If § is a <7-ring on G we write ¿-"'ÍG, b) for the set of bounded, $-valued, S-measurable functions defined on G. ¿L°°(G, o) is a Banach algebra under the supremum norm || • || and is a C -algebra if $ = C and the involution is defined by complex conjugation. In order that °L°°(G, b) be left (or right) translation invariant and inversion invariant, it is necessary and sufficient that § be G-invariant in the sense that whenever E eS and a e G, then aE e S, E~l eS, and (hence) Ea e o. For the remainder of this section, it will be assumed that S is a G-invariant ff-ring on G. In the case of a locally compact group G, it is easy to see that the relation Tipie) = epíf), f £ eje), for T eHomG(Cra(G)) (= HomL(Cfu(G))) and <j> e Cfu(G)*, determines an iso- Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (iii) is immediate from the definitions and the implication (iii) =* (ii) follows at once by setting /= yE. A simple computation shows that (ii) is equivalent to the condition that 0 * XE be in ¿""(G, S)
for each E eo, Since each / ei.°°(6, o) is the uniform limit of a sequence of o-simple functions, it follows that (ii) => (i). Q.E.D. than pursuing this, we prefer to take the following more direct approach based on the equivalence of (i) and (ii).
Definition 2.5. If cp £ baÍG, b) and \f> £mbaÍG, o), the set function cp * iff £ baÍG, b) is defined by iep * 0)(E) = J ifjÍEr l) depit), EeS.
It is clear that ef> * i/p depends linearly on each factor separately. Lemma 2.6. // cp £ baÍG, S), xf> e mbaÍG. S), 0720* / e£°°(G, b), then iep*ifj) *f = cp*iip*f).
Proof. By (2.2) it suffices to prove the assertion in the case where / is a characteristic function.
But if E e o, then, for each x e G, we have It is clear from (2.1) and (2.2) that ?¿ eHomG(£°°(G, S)) and ||?¿|| = ||d>||.
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/(/)=/ fíÚdAit), f£l°°iG,S).
For each / e£°°(G, S) we have Sfie)^= lij) = A* fie). By (2.1) it follows that S(= A*f. Thus A £mbaiG, S) and ?= S¿ = $(</>). Q.E.D.
3. Multipliers for pairs of ¿.""-spaces.
In this section we extend the results of §2 to the slightly more general situation of multipliers for a pair of ¿""-spaces.
Since the proofs are merely slight modifications of those already given, we shall content ourselves with a simple statement of definitions and results. Throughout this section it is assumed that G is a group and that S. and S ate G-invariant ff-ri ngs on G. Using (5.1) and Theorem 2.9 we see that l9Q is an algebra homomorphism.
To complete the proof it remains to be shown that W0 is onto and that *¥ is isometric. We shall establish these facts simultaneously using Theorem 4. Thus S = S, and Ç. is onto. Finally, since M-l?*l<MMMh|£.*l and Wn is norm-decreasing, it follows that flS"^ || ■ ||rA|| and that "P is isometric.
Q.E.D.
We remark that the proof just given shows slightly more than was stated. The proof shows that the coset norm in Â/Afl is always attained.
As an application of Theorem 5.3 we have the following. tive set functions on G. Loosely speaking, the space ÍB is the analogue within L°°ÍG)* oí the space mbaÍG, by). More precisely, the space SB (resp. S) is that part of A (resp. AQ) which is contained in the subspace of ba(G, b\) corresponding to the dual of L^iG). Finally, it is easy to see that Stafney's Property A is equivalent to a slightly weakened form of the lifting property that we have employed. In particular, Property A always holds.
6. The 7//*-continuous multipliers on L°°iG Let &b denote the cr-algebra of Borel subsets of G (the o-ring generated by the topology of G). We write MÍG) for the Banach space of <I>-valued, regular, Borel measures on G under total variation norm. For the following result it need only be assumed that G is a locally compact Hausdorff space. Since £ is a lattice, the ring £R generated by £ consists of finite disjoint unions of proper differences of sets in £. Since 3IÎ is closed under the formation of disjoint unions and proper differences, it follows that ÍR Ç Î1Ï. Since p is finite, the monotone convergence theorem implies that 31Î is a monotone class. By the monotone class theorem [4, p. 27], JH contains the oaring generated by ÍR. Thus 3H contains the Borel sets of G x G. Q.E.D.
The proof just given is patterned after an argument of R. A. Johnson [7, p. 117 ff.].
Corollary 6.2. MÍG) Ç mbaÍG, S¿).
We may now state, in precise form, the result previously alluded to.
Theorem 6.3. The relation
